Why Are The Dandelions Weeds

dandelion Today I found out why some plants are considered weeds and others are not. Weeds can be defined in a
variety of ways: a plant.18 Mar - 3 min - Uploaded by The Thoughts of Microdac Decide for yourself without the input
of any outside influence. Is the Dandelion a weed or a.Dandelions are good for your lawn. Their wide-spreading roots
loosen hard-packed soil, aerate the earth and help reduce erosion. The deep taproot pulls nutrients such as calcium from
deep in the soil and makes them available to other plants. Dandelions actually fertilize the grass.It can be used, (as my
grandfather did) to make strong liquor some call, ' Dandelion Wine'. This little flower can be used as a salad when the
plant is young and.A rose in the lawn is a weed as you decided you wanted grass. I think dandelions are unpopular
because they seed very freely, so they pop up.The humble dandelion has traveled or been introduced to most of the
planet, and is arguably the world's most successful weed. It's got a lot of neat tricks to.The dandelion (Taraxacum
officinale), also known as puffball, lion's head and monk's head is a broad-leafed flowering weed commonly found
growing in areas .Millions are spent annually to control lawn weeds like clover and dandelion, but there is more to these
two plants than you realize.Imagine a world where we all saw natures natural yellow lawn ornaments as weeds. If we
sprayed them all the dandelion games wouldn't exist.Dr Anne Bebbington comments: "Dandelion is agamospermous this means that mature seeds are produced without any fertilisation from pollen. Normal.Is the Dandelion a weed? Most
people probably consider it so, though it's not listed on the USDA's Federal Noxious Weed List. Your local lawn.Before
dandelions were vilified and labeled as weeds, they were considered healing herbs and were included in many historical
books on herbal medicine.
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